For motion control systems PID-or lead-lag-controllers serve well and are industrial standard. But often flexible modes of the mechanism endanger the stability of the control loop and thereby limit the bandwidth of the loop. Tuning and augmenting the controller becomes difficult and expensive at this point.
Introduction

Motion control systems
Motion control systems typically have mechanism with at least one unrestrained DOF, which is controlled. Examples are the axes of direct-driven tooling machines and of optical telescopes, the pick-up arms of compact disc players and hard drives and the rotors of magnetic bearing systems. The actuators of those systems are usually electrodynamic actuators like voice coil actuators, DC and DC-brushless motors. The force resp. torque of these actuators is almost proportional to the current. Equipped with fast current control loops, they can be regarded as linear force resp. torque actuators. Moreover electromagnetic actuators exist, in particular in magnetic bearing systems. There are several types of sensors, but it is common for all types, that their dynamic behaviour can be neglected for the controller design. If the mechanism is sufficiently rigid, PID-controllers (leadlag-controllers) serve very well for the control of those systems and are industrial standard. The PID-structure is sufficient to reach high disturbance rejection, zero static deviation and reasonable time response. But since the design of the mechanism is constrained by weight limitations etc., structural flexibilities always occur. It is well know, that, if this flexible modes are not far enough beyond the bandwidth of the control loop, they might be destablized by the controller. Since tuning and augmenting the controller becomes difficult and expensive in this stage, several researcher have investigated and successfully employed the model-based pand 'Ti,-controller synthesis to cope with the structural modes (e.g. Knospe et al., 1997, Steinbuch et aZ., 1998; Steinbuch, Norg, 1998; Van Den Braembussche, 1998; Dettori, Stribos, 2000) . In most of these approaches the weighting functions have been chosen ad-hoc and are possibly far from the optimum with respect to the underlying technical specifications.
How to optimize technical performance objectives?
Before the weighting scheme is derived, we would like to take a look at optimal control from a practical point of view. Technical performance specifications for control systems are given in many different terms. For motion control systems e.g. the command response is often specified in terms of rise time, overshot and settling time of the step response. Disturbance rejection of those systems is commonly specified by the power spectral densities of the disturbances and limits on the RMS value as well as the absolute value of the control deviation. Further, different sets of disturbances and error requirements may be given, e.g. for nominal and worst-case operation. In addition to these primary performance requirements the limits in actuation and the impact of sensor noise have to be considered, too. To optimally trade-off these conflicting objectives is the aim of optimal control. Yet, for only for some selected types of specifications mathematical optimization techniques exist (e.g. LQG-synthesis for RMS values). Further, to realize the optimized performance in reality, robustness to modelling uncertainties is a prerequisite. Many optimization approaches (LQG, etc.) risk to fail in practice for this reason. The only synthesis methods so far, that allow to include modelling uncertainty in the design systematically, are ' If,-and p-synthesis. Especially the ability of psynthesis to consider structured uncertainty enables a unconservative robust controller design. The drawback of pand %,-synthesis is the 'Ti,-performance criterion. Most commonly it is interpreted as shaping the frequency responses of the closed loop in limiting their magnitude (cp. Lundstrom et al., 1991) . This is far from directly assessing the technical performance specification. One approach to overcome this problem is to try to translate the given specifications into E,-specifications. The investigations by Hu et al. (2000) , Van den Braembussche (1998 , p.33), Franchek (1996 and Engell (1995) give a useful insight in the relation between time domain and frequency responses of the controlled system, but they show, that an exact and non-conservative translation is only possible for very simple classes of plants and does not hold for realistic complex multivariable plants. Another approach is to use mixed-objective synthesis methods (cp. Dettori, Stribos, 2000) , but they do not allow to consider structured uncertainties and are computationally very expensive. A promising but also computationally expensive approach is the indirect optimization of the original performance specification. Iteratively a 'HJp-controller is designed and the performance is evaluated in terms of the original mixed-objective specifications. The weighting functions in the 'HJpdesign are adjusted in each iteration until a satisfying controller in terms of those specifications is found. The evaluation of the performance can be done either by simulation or by experiment. Steinbuch and Norg (1998) in this way manually optimize the disturbance rejection of a compact disc mechanism in terms of the RMS value of the focus error. In order to optimize the disturbance rejection in frequency ranges with high levels of disturbance they even alter the shape and not just the parameters of the weighting functions. This approach can be extended to an automatic scheme by including the 'HJp-design and the mixed-objective performance evaluation in an additional outer optimization loop (Figure 1 The crucial point of this procedure is that the underlying weighting scheme must give the freedom to shape the closed loop in a way to converge to the optimum mixed-objective performance. So, this kind of indirect optimization f i s t becomes meaningful, if the shape and arbitrary parameters of the weighting functions are chosen properly. Hence, to set up the scheme in a reasonable way a deep insight in the plant dynamics and the disturbances is required. Since all these approaches are very expensive, this paper is aiming at providing a basic 'H,-weighting scheme for motion control systems. The approach is to adopt the shape of the closed-loop frequency response of a well designed PIDcontrolled rigid motion control system as weighting functions for the p-or 'H,-synthesis. Even though this scheme does not guarantee any hard mixed-objective, e.g. time-domain specifications, it leads to the well-known reasonable time and frequency responses. This is already a non-trivial task in 'H,-controller design. Further, this scheme can be regarded as a sound basis for the aforementioned indirect optimization approach. 
Bounds for PID-like rigid-body dynamics
In order to understand the closed loop frequency response of of a motion control system, we analyse a basic example. We consider a rigid body with the mass m and an actuator with the gain ki. The plant model is then
where kp is the proportional, k1 the integral and ko the derivative gain. T1 determines the pole of the lead-lag realization of the proportional-derivative action and L(s) is a low-pass filter often added to suppress sensor noise and to avoid the destabilization of high frequent flexible modes. A rough parametrization used in industrial design is given by Steinbuch and Norg (1998): Starting from the desired bandwidth' W b of the closed loop, the controller gains are to be chosen in a way that the zero imposed by the integral gain is at wd 6, the zero imposed by the derivative gain is at wd3, the pole of the lag-filter is at 1/T, = 3wb and the cut-off frequency of the lowpass is oL = l o w b . This is depicted in figure 2.
The the controller gains are in numbers: kD = 2.08kdwb and k,= 0 . 1 1 7 k~~.
(3) Figure 3 shows the control loop. The transfer function matrix between the exogenous in-and outputs is where So and Si are the output and input sensitivity functions and To and Ti are the complementary output and input sensitivity functions. GSi is the process sensitivity function and CS, the control sensitivity function. In the SISO case it is not necessary to distinguish between input and output sensitivities. The terms simplify to sensitivity and complementary sensitivity function S = So = Si and T = To = Ti. For details on the frequency response of a feedback loop see e.g. Z~O U (1998, p.81-83 ).
G(s)
Figure 3: Closed control loop Considering a simple PD-controller C = k,s+ kp one would expect the process sensitivity to be the second order system
GS-
In the frequency range above wb it converges to the plant transfer function G. In the low frequency range up to the bandwidth the control sensitivity shows the constant magnitude lG4 = IC-'l= l/kp. In the presence of an integral action one would further expect the process sensitivity to decrease towardi low frequencies according to In fact, due to the phase lag from the high integral gain and from the filter of the suggested controller parametrization the peak value of llkp deteriorates by a factor of 1.43 so that in the frequency range up to the bandwidth wb (Figure 4 ).
The control sensitivity CS is shown in figure 4 as well. In the low frequency range CS converges to the inverse of the plant G'. This means that the control U is determined by the reference variable r, which is approximately equal to the controlled variable y in this frequency range. In the high frequency range, where the controller has lost authority (S = l), CS is only determined by the controller (2) From w = l/Tl to the cut-off frequency 10 wb of the lowpass filter it shows the constant peak value For higher frequencies CS is levelled off by the lowpass filter.
Analogous to the discussion on GS and CS, S and T can be analysed. Their shapes are depicted in Figure 3 as well. The sensitivity function S shows third order integral characteristic at low frequencies and converges as expected to one at high frequencies. The maximum value reached in the crossover region is 1.9. Accordingly the complementary sensitivity function Tis one for low frequencies, has its maximum of also 1.9 in the crossover region and finally rolls off with third order characteristic at high frequencies. From this insight in the closed loop frequency response of a PID controlled rigid body bounds for PID-like E,-controller synthesis can directly be derived. The disturbance rejection can be specified either by a bound on GS or S. This bound has to be tight only in the low frequency range up to w b For higher frequencies these functions converge to G or 1, respectively, anyway. A bound on GS like depicted in Figure 3 requires a weighting function of f i s t order and is therefore preferred to a bound on S that requires a order of three. The bound on SG could be designed starting with the selection of a required peak compliance tcGS and the calcu- The control effort can be limited by a bound either on CS or on T. This bound has to be tight only for frequencies higher than the bandwidth. In order to get a low order weighting function, a bound on CS is preferred, which can be a low pass filter with a certain static gain (Figure 4) . A bound on T would require two more orders. With the known dependence from (7) and (9) for the given parametrization of the PIDcontroller, a bound on CS can be shaped to 1. The bandwidth wb is here defined as the first 0 dB
crossing of the open loop gain lGq. . I . . . . . . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .   I   . . . . . . . I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1994) , and Gawronski and Lim (1998) suggest E,-schemes that allow to assign damping to each flexible mode separately.
Realization of the bounds by output-input weighting functions
The bounds on the sensitivity functions have now to be realized by weighting functions for the EH,-formulation. Since the scheme developed so far contains the two frequency responses GSi and CS,, at least two output signal, e.g. e and U, and two input signals, r and d , are required for the performance block as it can be taken from (4). Hence the weighting Figure 4 : Closed loop frequency responses of the PID-controlled SISO rigid body (--) and the bounds resulting from the proposed weighting functions (-) functions can not be assigned directly to each frequency response, rather weighting func-
Even though these observations seem to be quite simple, they provide a sound basis for shaping and parametrizing the weighting functions for motion controller design.
Bounds and structural flexibilities
Since the weighting scheme will later be used for plants with flexible modes, their influence on the closed loop response has to be analysed. Bounding merely two frequency responses of the closed loop, GSi and CS,, was shown to be sufficient to specify the performance for rigid systems. Unfortunately, it is not sufficient to obtain a reasonable controller in presence of structural flexibilties. The reason is the allpass property of N,-optimized controllers. The 'H,-controller will make the closed-loop frequency responses shape their bounds exactly, if there is no restriction by the other bounds (Van Den Braembussche, 1998, p. 88-90; Tsai et al., 1992) . If CS, shapes its bound, all the weakly damped poles of G will appear in To and Ti, since To = GCS, and Ti = CS,G . If G S , shapes its bound, So and Si will show poles at the zeros of G , since So = (GSJG-' and Si = G-'(GSi) . An additional scalar bound on Soh and T0h is sufficient to avoid these large peaks, if the significant flexible modes appear only up to the desired roll-off frequency. If there are further modes beyond the roll-off frequency, the bound on Toh has to show low pass characteristic to be tight at these frequencies.
Since rigid-body dynamics is in the focus of this paper, it is 1 BcS = 9--Llom,(s)
tions on the output and input signals have to be used as depicted in Figure 5 . We restrict ourselves to the most simple scheme by just using the outputs e and U, to keep the order and the number of outputs at a minimum for the purpose of computational efficiency. We get This scheme includes G S , CS,, So and Ti. It is sufficient for the SISO case, anyway. In the MIMO case theoretically the input and the output sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions Si, So, Ti and To have all to be bounded to avoid pole-zero cancellations. This could be done by using all four outputs, but for the price of increased complexity and of lost simplicity. For the scheme (13), the bounds result to a(so)<lwe~~-' 9 a(Ti)<IW,,Wd]-', -C3(Gsi)<lWeWd[' and ~(cs,)<IW,, W4-l. (14) To maintain the concept of bounds in the MIMO case, diagonal weights with equal diagonal elements are assumed here. The diagonal elements are denoted W,, _, 4 . It can be taken from (14) that, as a consequence of using output-input weights, the specifications on the four frequency responses in the performance block can not be made independently. E.g., the first weight, here W , can be chosen free and the magnitudes of the other weights result to Thus, we are free to shape GS, CS, and So, but the weight on Ti can not be chosen free. It is constrained to
Bso
If this constraint is not regarded, possibly an infeasible bound on the remaining frequency response, e.g. Ti < 1 at low frequencies, may result. 
Parametrization of the weighting scheme
Of course, the exact paramterization of the weighting scheme for a particular synthesis problem leading to a 3t , -respectively p-value of'one is subject to the synthesis process and can not be given prior to the synthesis. It depends on the particular properties of the plant, the phase lag e.g. from actuators and time-delay of the controller, the flexible modes and the amount of uncertainty. Commonly, the weighting functions are altered iteratively and (sub)optimal K~~ is the admitted peak value of GS, and WI is the desired frequency of the pole of GSi imposed by the integral action. hCS is the admitted peak value of CS, and WL is the cut-off frequency of the desired low pass characteristic of CS,. n~ fiially is the desired order of the low pass characteristic. We recall from section 2.2 that the bound on the sensitivity function to avoid pole-zero cancellations is just required to be a scalar. The bound on the complementary sensitivity function further requires low pass characteristic if flexible modes occur in the roll-off frequency range of the controller (w > wl). In order to satisfy the constraint (16) is chosen such that results. Table 1 gives numbers for the parameters for the weighting scheme. The fist column recalls the parameters that result from the PID tuning rules (3). In the second column a recommendation for reasonable values based on practical experience is given. The values mark off a good starting point for the iteration towards E, respectively p = 1. In fact, for the idealised rigid body example (1,2) the achieved E,-value is one and the resulting E,-controller is almost exactly the PID-controller given by the tuning rules (3).
For the applications worked out by the authors, the position control of a magnetic bearing, of a pointing control for an optical telescope and of a torque measurement device (Schonhoff et al. 2000a (Schonhoff et al. , 2000b (Schonhoff et al. , 2002 , values up to 30 for K~~K~~ have been necessary. On the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity So and Ti a bound of about three is required for rigid body dynamics as well as for the flexible modes. If K~~K~~ is chosen to be 9 and K~ to be 3, the desired value of 3 for the bound on Ti is reached, too. Unfortunately, this bound does increase with lager K~~K~~. Both frequencies wI and wL are expressed in terms of the aspired bandwidth. wb can be computed from K~~ and k i h , the constant characterizing the inertia and the gain of the plant, by wb=, . / -.
For multivariable systems the c_onstant kilm has to be approximated, e.g. by the gain o(GCjw,))w: at a frequency wI in the rigid body range. The actual shapes of the bounds for the parameters from the fiist column in Tab. 1 are depicted in figure 3 . To realize the weighting functions a reasonable choice of the output and input weights is controller synthesis is performed until the E,-respectively s+ w* analysis of the PID-tuning rules for a rigid mechanism in section 2.1 become Tab. 1: Recommendation of parameters for the weighting schemes 3 Conclusions A E,-weighting scheme was presented that allows to design controllers by p-or 'H,-synthesis in a way, that the closed loop shows PID-control like response. The scheme requires minimum order of one or two per input-output channel of the plant. A recommendation for the parameters is given that immediately leads to a successful por %,-design.
